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Itty-Bitty to Holy Moly!

We're often asked to quote "standard sizes" by new clients familiar with other manufacturers,
who only offer limited modular or pre-fabricated building shapes and sizes.   In these instances,
we quickly assure them that it's our job to meet their specifications, not the other way around!

Blast Resistant Buildings Finished Examples

Industrial Duty Metal Buildings Finished Examples
Industrial Duty Fiberglass Buildings Finished Examples
Simply stated, at Bebco, we take a different path. As demonstrated by the quick or fully detailed
inquiry forms on our website, we use our 40+ year experience to provide you with an extremely
broad range of materials options and proven manufacturing techniques.   This method allows us
to quickly estimate and manufacture any size or shape of sheet metal, fiberglass or blast
resistant modular building you require.
Better yet, and unlike many of our competitors, your building can also be custom-fitted with any
range of amenities to meet your exact needs. Again, as you can see on our extensive website,
this includes anything from a simple office or control room to a full-blown laboratory. The end
result is a truly customized but pre-engineered solution with extremely high quality and
economic value.

Whether you need a small equipment or analyzer shed, a mid-sized control room or a massive
switchgear building, Bebco can do it all with no hesitation and no special modification fees.
Better yet, if you need a larger quantity of a particular shape or size, we'll pass our massproduction savings on to you, so we remain highly competitive with the guys that only offer
limited shapes and sizes.
The obvious question is therefore clear - Why conform to a manufacturer's limitations, when you
can get exactly what you need with greater quality and speedy delivery at a comparable cost?
At Bebco, we believe in providing you with exactly what you want, when you want it, and we
make this happen for hundreds of extremely satisfied repeat clients every day. So the next time
you need a modular building, don't begin by trying to cram everything you need in a cookiecutter box. Instead, please consider contacting us here at Bebco, and discover the freedom of
thinking outside that box!

Great product literature is only a click away!

We have included a product literature library section on our web site where you may download
and read more information about our dynamic line of shelters, buildings and other structures.
Please visit our website's PDF Literature Library now to see it all!
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